
The Writing Center is excited to announce  its new and revamped resources 

including our continued growth and presence at the Oak Brook Campus, in class 

tutoring and presentations for faculty, and our new Writing Center and Research 

Librarian Joint Presentations.  

In response to instructors’ requests to provide students with additional research and writing help, Writing Center Director Dr.  Jen Consilio 

proposed to develop and market this new service in collaboration with the Head of Library Instruction and Research, Andrew Lenaghan.  

According to Andrew, the research librarians are excited to continue to cultivate their relationship working with the Writing Center.  

Additionally, he also shares how he sees this service affecting students. “The Joint 

Presentations currently being offered by Lewis’ Writing Center and Library not only 

give an example of how collocated services can collaborate to benefit the whole of 

our student body, but they also provide students with a necessary introduction to 

documentation and use of information in academic research.  Both of which provide 

a critical foundation for their success as students, as well as throughout their entire 

lives.”     

A tremendous benefit to both students and faculty, these presentations help  

students to develop rigorous research and writing skills including important  

expectations within professional disciplines like finding and implementing scholarly 

research and citing sources appropriately.  

During the presentation, both a research librarian and Writing Center tutor deliver 

brief presentations to the class covering topics such as how to use the library’s  

databases and other research tools; how to effectively integrate research; and  how 

to appropriately cite and reference sources.  
 

For more information or to schedule a Writing Center and Research Librarian Joint 

Presentation, instructors can contact Dr. Jen Consilio via email at  

consilje@lewisu.edu or by calling 815-836-5727.  
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The Lewis University Writing Center Expands 

Joint WC & Research Librarian Presentations  

This semester, the Library and the Writing Center teamed up to create a new  

resource for instructors and students: Writing Center and Research  

Librarian Joint Presentations.  
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The Lewis Writing Center Continues to Expand Services  

Oak Brook Tutoring  New OWL Resources  
To better meet the needs of our Oak Brook students, the Writing Center 

continues to expand the tutoring services available at our Oak Brook 

Campus. 

Last semester, Writing Center Coordinator Michael Bulfin and Graduate 

Writing Specialist Joe Laraia began meeting with students at the Oak 

Brook Campus weekly on Wednesdays to assist with students’ writing 

projects and processes. 

Michael is excited to be able to work with graduate students at Oak 

Brook, providing an important service to a whole new population of 

Lewis writers. According to Michael, “The Writing Center is an integral 

part of the University’s commitment to creating a culture of writing  

excellence. That commitment, coupled with our Lasallian mission, 

means the Writing Center is called to offer its services to the entirety of 

the Lewis University community beyond the Romeoville Campus.” 

This spring, both Joe and Michael returned to Oak Brook to work with 

students one more day a week, with appointments both Tuesday and 

Wednesday. By offering an additional evening for tutoring  

appointments, Writing Center Director, Dr. Consilio hopes that the  

Writing Center will be able to reach a new population of students and 

make writing assistance more readily available for more students.  

As the interest in our Oak Brook tutoring services continues to grow, we 

hope to be able to further expand our services to serve that population.  

Students in Oak Brook also have opportunities to attend free weekend 

workshops at the Oak Brook campus on writing topics such as APA,  

every semester, as well as access the Lewis OWL, an expansive guide of 

writing resources available to be printed or downloaded free of charge.  

Students who wish to schedule an appointment can visit our scheduling 

website at lewisu.edu/appointment and select the Oak Brook schedule.  

Writing Center staff have been working diligently this semester 

to create and revise new resources for our Lewis Online Writing 

Lab (OWL)  to best meet students’ writing needs. 

Similar to the Purdue OWL, our Lewis OWL contains an  

expansive collection 

of online writing 

resources which 

students can  

download and print 

for free. These 

guides were all  

created by our  

Writing Center staff 

and address  

common writing 

topics such as  

writing process,  

writing design,  

English language 

support, and 

job resources.  

This semester,  

we completed  

several highly  

in-demand  

resources and  

example documents 

which will be great 

assets to the Lewis  

community,  

including a sample 

MLA 8 paper  

updated with the 

new MLA changes, 

a sample resume, 

and a guide on  

differentiating  

commonly confused 

words in English.  

If you’re looking to 

improve your  

understanding of 

MLA 8, working on 

revamping your 

resume, or  practicing your English language skills, the Lewis 

OWL site is a great place to start.  

If you’re interested in viewing these resources or other guides 

on prewriting, organization, grammar and mechanics, or  

document design, you can access all of our materials directly at 

lewisuwritingcenter.wordpress.com/or by visiting the 

resources tab in MyLewis and clicking on the Writing Center 

logo.  

Resume Design Resource 

Sample MLA Paper  

“The Writing Center is an integral part of the 

University’s commitment to creating a culture 

of writing excellence.” 

—Michael Bulfin 

 Writing Center Coordinator  Resume Draft Resource 

MLA Sample Paper Resource  
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In Class Presentations  

Expanded Social Media Reach 

by Alexis Alzona  

 

In order to better meet students’ and instructors’ needs, the Writing Center has  

revamped our In Class Tutoring services to allow for greater and more tailored  

options for faculty.  

With In Class Tutoring, a tutor comes into an instructor’s classroom to work  

individually with students offering writing support based on the instructor’s  

specifications  and the particular writing assignment.  

Similar to the face to face tutoring option that the Writing Center offers to students, In 

Class Tutoring allows for individual student attention and peer collaboration. Students 

have the opportunity to seek help which will strengthen their overall writing process 

and form relationships with Writing Center tutors for future dialogue and collaboration. 

Through participating in In Class tutoring, students learn specific strategies for  

strengthening their writing abilities, and in turn, are able to produce stronger, more 

effective writing projects.  

Mr. Robert Sprunger from the Theology Department used this service to help his student prepare for an upcoming paper assignment. “I'm 

thankful that my classes were able to take advantage of the in class tutoring service. I think that it allowed them to be more familiar with the 

Writing Center's services and have a better idea of what I expected from them for their essays, particularly in regards to the use of Chicago 

Style in the field of theology.” He looks forward to using this service again in the future.  

Faculty members who schedule In Class Tutoring are able to request specifically-tailored writing assistance for their class. Our tutors can help 

facilitate student drafting or revision workshops; assist students with brainstorming, organizing their papers, citing information in MLA, APA, 

or Chicago Style; or going around and working with students individually on their drafts.  

An additional benefit of this service, instructors are also able to request tailored writing presentations on topics such as organizing ideas and 

creating an outline, finding and integrating sources, citing sources in a particular style, or any other topics relevant to course writing. To 

schedule In class Tutoring or a writing presentation, please contact Writing Center Director, Dr. Jen Consilio at consilje@lewisu.edu or by  

calling 815-836-5727.  

New Text Notification System 

The Writing Center introduces 
an exciting new opportunity 
for students to gain first access 

to information about writing  
workshops and special  
events—our text notification 
service!   

Students who sign up for our 
text service will receive weekly 
updates and important 
reminders on Writing Center 

related news.  
 
Students who sign up will also be entered into an end-of-
semester raffle for a chance to win a Dunkin’ Donuts gift card.   

To sign up, students can provide their name and preferred 
method of contact for receiving messages—either phone or 
email.  Students can also register to receive these messages by 

texting the code:@LUWRITING to 81010. 

 A sign up sheet will also be available in the Writing  

Center, located on the first floor of the LRC.  

The Lewis University Writing Center is excited to debut our Instagram 
page! Students, faculty and other members of the Lewis community can 
follow us @writingcenterlu for tips on the writing and revision process,  

information about workshops and events, quirky writing memes, and 
tutor spotlights. 

Using Instagram as a platform to communicate with the Lewis  
community, the Writing Center staff also hopes to promote the visibility 
of Writing Center services by sharing information on upcoming workshop 
opportunities and special events. A huge thank you to tutor and design 
specialist Bree Scott for developing this page. By creating an Instagram  
account, Bree hopes the Writing Center will reach an even wider audience. 
“Instagram is another great way to connect, but with visuals, and get the 
Writing Center's services out there to the Lewis writing community." 
 

The Center’s Instagram will also be linked to our Facebook and Twitter to 
provide students with even more  
opportunities to communicate with us via 

social media. For more information, follow 
us on Instagram and Facebook. 
#flyerswrite 

Revamped In Class 

Presentations and 

Tutoring 

Schedule an In Class Appointment with a tutor, today!  

mailto:consilje@lewisu.edu
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Tutor Farewells  

by Ashley Castillo  

Tutor Tips  

“I am all about structure and organization! I love outlines and  

creating a paper that follows a very structured flow that’s easy to 

understand. “ 

 

 
 

 

“A conclusion describes the importance of why the audience needs 

to be informed on the paper’s topic.  A lot of writers make the  

mistake of copying  and pasting from the introduction, but the  

conclusion should explore the significance behind the topic.” 

 

 

 

“I typically write at my personal desk, which is a little messy. I  

almost always have a cup of coffee or tea. I also have a little Beanie 

Baby Grimm Reaper named Grimm who I pat for luck before  

starting a project.” 

 

As the semester comes to a close, we say farewell to our tutor  

Sabrina who is graduating this May. Sabrina will be graduating with 

a Bachelor of Arts focusing on Professional and Creative Writing 

with a minor in psychology, and she hopes to pursue a position in 

publishing. 
 

An avid reader and writer, Sabrina was highly involved in the in-

house literary journal Jet Fuel Review, where she edited and  

curated poetry and fiction. Specifically, Sabrina plans on working 

with young adult fiction novels in order to continue her passion for 

reading, while helping discover upcoming writers. 
 

Sabrina shared that “working as a tutor helped me better my own 

writing and increase my ability to help other people better their 

writing.” She has gained new skills while working as a tutor and 

plans on using them to one day write her own novel. 

 

Both the Writing Center staff and writers she has worked with will 

miss her kind attitude and hard work. “I have really enjoyed my 

time as a tutor. I have made some really great friends while I have 

worked here and I will miss working with them,” Sabrina said. 

 

We will miss you too,  

Sabrina. 

The Writing Center would like to  

congratulate our tutor Maggie who is  

graduating with her teaching license. She has 

earned her B.A. in English and Secondary  

Education and plans to teach at the high school 

level. Maggie also hopes to come back to school 

to work on an ELL endorsement. In the future, 

she plans on obtaining her Master’s degree as a  

Reading Specialist in order to better assist  

students. 
 

Maggie shared that her experiences as a tutor 

helped her develop her pedagogical approach. “I believe everyone can be 

a good writer, and the Center has taught me different techniques and 

strategies that I can use with students. Not everyone learns the same and 

everyone writes differently; I have learned to embrace that,” she said. 

 

One of her favorite things about working at the Writing Center is finding 

new ways to help students. “I love all the different approaches we use to 

help students, and that we are constantly trying to add more resources. I 

will miss being able to help the students that come in.” 

 

While we will miss Maggie, we know she will be an inspiring teacher. 

The Writing Center would like to wish 

our tutor Keanu good luck as she  

prepares to graduate this May. Keanu 

will be graduating with a Bachelor of Arts 

with a focus in Professional and Creative 

Writing along with a minor in Print and 

Online Journalism. She hopes to  

continue her education and looks  

forward to enrolling as a graduate  

student at Lewis University this  

upcoming Fall in order to expand her 

knowledge. 
 

Keanu decided to pursue a degree in  

English because she has always been  

passionate about writing. Her favorite book, To Kill a Mockingbird by 

Harper Lee, inspires her to view writing as a process for release. Keanu 

participated as a poetry editor for Jet Fuel Review, Lewis’ in-house  

literary journal, which helped her expand her interests in various genres 

and styles. 

 

Besides her love for writing, Keanu was also an active participant in Lewis 

Athletics. She was a part of the cheer team and also participated in Track 

& Field. 

 

Best of luck, Keanu! 

Goodbye, Sabrina! 

We’ll Miss You, Maggie! 

Good Luck, Keanu! 

—Melissa L.  

Special Education 

—Sabrina P.   

Creative and Professional Writing   

—Alexis A.   

Athletic Training  

Congratulations 

and farewell to 

these wonderful 

tutors! 
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ELL Exclusive: Tutor Certification Program 

by Jasmine Castillo  

This I Believe  

by Bree Scott  

Last fall, the Writing Center launched a  training program for tutors interested in learning more about helping English language learners and 

sharing their expertise as language learners with students. The Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) recommends 

that all university writing teachers learn about “second language writing theory, research, and instruction.” We believe that by extension, this 

applies to writing center tutors as well.  

The CCCC’s Statement on Second-Language Writing and Writers states that “it is imperative that Writing Centers model and discuss effective 

approaches for working with second-language writers in tutor training.” They add that “writing centers that hire multilingual tutors will have 

someone who can provide second language writing students with first-hand writing strategies as well as empathy.” It is our belief that engaging 

in authentic interactions with language learners and exposing ourselves to different worldviews helps us develop into culturally aware,  

sensitive, and responsive individuals who appreciate the differences between people and see the world though different meaningful cultural 

lenses. 

As the Writing Center ELL/ESL Specialist with a graduate teaching certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of other Languages (TESOL), I 

thought that developing a tutor training program for tutors to learn more about helping English language learners would greatly impact not just 

students, but tutors and our center as well. It is important that all of our students have access to quality language-learning resources on campus. 

Melissa Lonero, ELL/ESL Specialist-in-training, shares: “I thought it would be useful for my future career to have a background in how to  

accommodate for more diverse needs.” She adds that this certificate  

program would be a great opportunity to learn new tutoring strategies.  

Tutors who joined the program discussed fundamental research articles 

and created resources for students. One of our new resources reviews verb 

tenses and another addresses commonly confused words.  See  

lewisuwritingcenter.wordpress.com. 

At the end of this semester, six of our tutors will complete their training 

and become Writing Center ELL/ESL Specialists. These tutors come from  

diverse backgrounds. Our new team on ELL/ESL Specialists will include 

English, Education, Special Education, Theology, and Athletic Training 

majors. To schedule an appointment with one of our ELL Specialists, 

please visit lewisu.edu/appointment.  

“It is our belief that engaging in  

authentic interactions with language 

learners and exposing ourselves to  

different world views helps us to develop 

into culturally aware, sensitive, and  

responsive individuals.” 

—Jasmine Castillo  

 ELL/ ESL Specialist   

The Writing Center and DISCOVER Initiative held their 9th annual “This I Believe” event on May 1 in the D’Arcy Great Room. Students and 

faculty from all walks of life gathered together to present original essays on the core values they most believe in. The essays offered a range of 

different writing styles, from humorous to heartfelt. Dr. Livingston was in attendance and delivered the opening remarks. 

“This I Believe” was  inspired by the 1950s radio program that was created to inspire a nation divided during the Cold War [and] strives to  

accomplish a similar task of bringing people together through the written word.To read essays from past events, please visit:  

lewisuthisibelieve.wordpress.com. 

Students from Dr. Jen Consilio’s Advanced Writing class were invited to participate in the event with essays that expressed their own personal 

beliefs. Zakiya Cowan presented a piece called, “The Art of Cleansing Thyself,” in which she poetically expressed her belief in showering to wash 

away the troubles of the day. Omar Gomez presented, “To Fuchsia,” in which he humorously recalls purchasing his first car, ultimately leading 

to his belief of how a car should be pampered. Other essays included Steve Seum’s “Collecting Pets” and Mandy Gieseler’s “Making the Misfits.” 

Professors also participated in the event by offering their own “This I Believe” essays. Dr. Nancy Workman, a professor of English Studies who 

will be retiring this year, presented a piece titled “The World is Enchanted.” Dr. Christopher Palmi, professor of education, presented his belief 

of working with colleagues and the students they teach, in an original essay called “Human Behaviors in an Educational Environment.” 

“I enjoyed taking part in the ‘This I Believe’ event because it helps establish a writer’s 

community and allows us to come together to share our individual pieces as parts of a 

whole,” said Sam Gennett, who presented her piece called “Flower People.” 

The Writing Center would like to thank everyone who participated and attended this 

event. “This I Believe” is a community-centered celebration of beliefs in line with the  

Lewis mission value of association. The Writing Center looks forward to many more years 

of bringing the Lewis community together with creative and personal essays! 
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Jet Fuel Review Launch  

 by  Sam Gennett  

Windows’ Contest Winners 

For information about our services:  

Dr. Jen Consilio  

Writing Center Director  

consilje@lewisu.edu  

(815) 836-5727 
Lewisuwritingcenter.wordpress.com 

On April 25th, Lewis’  

in-house literary journal 

launched their 13th issue 

in AS-158. To showcase 

the work featured in their 

latest issue, JFR editors 

and invited faculty  

members read poetry 

from the issue to the 

Lewis community, friends 

and family members. JFR 

was happy to feature a 

high school dossier in the 

journal this semester to 

celebrate the work of 

young, budding writers. 

While only some of the 

work that was published 

was read at the event, the 

full version of Issue 13 

can be found as an e-book on JFR’s website:  

jetfuelreview.com.  

 

In addition to the launch, JFR editors also hosted a number of events 

this semester. In March, JFR collaborated with the Film Studies  

Department and screened The Descent, a 2005 British horror film. 

During the event, Blog Editor Michael Lane gave a presentation on 

the background of the film before the audience enjoyed popcorn,  

candy, and a few scares. To read Lane’s blog along with others visit: 

lewislitjournal.wordpress.com. 

 

Following the horror movie night, JFR welcomed fiction writer Janice 

Tuck Lively and poet Elizabeth Powell to Lewis. Lively and Powell 

each read some of their recent work in the art gallery, giving students 

the opportunity to hear live literature. After the reading, the JFR  

editors took the guest writers out to Mama Onesta’s in Lockport 

where they further engaged in literary discussions; editors were able 

to ask Lively and Powell questions regarding their craft and the  

publishing industry, providing the editors with valuable insights into 

the modern writing and publishing scene. 

 

Writers and artists can submit work to the Fall 2017 issue during the 

submission period from Aug 15 – Oct 15. If you’d like to become  

involved with the journal, contact JFR Faculty Advisor Dr. Simone 

Muench.   

Lewis University’s Windows Fine Arts Magazine celebrated its 37th 

issue this spring showcasing art and writing by members of the Lewis 

community.  

A forum for creativity, Windows highlights the accomplishments of 

faculty, students and alums publishing visual art, poetry, fiction, and 

creative nonfiction. This semester’s issue features work by a number 

of English Studies majors including Ashley McCann (first place in 

fiction), Zakiya Cowan (first place in poetry) and Carrera Powell 

(second place in poetry) as well as contributions by faculty member 

Dr. Michael Cunningham (second place in poetry) and alum Michael 

Cotter (first place in poetry, third place in fiction).  

Additionally, a number of faculty members and Lewis alumni judged 

the annual Windows’ contest including English Studies Department 

faculty Dr. Jen Consilio, Dr. Simone Muench, Dr. Nancy Workman, 

Prof. Susan Mitchell, and Writing Center Graduate Assistant 

Dominique Dusek.  

According to Faculty Coordinator and Editor Prof. Therese Jones, 

this semester’s installment of the magazine was especially  

successful.  She said, “There were many fine entries that the judges 

deliberated over for the placement of awards.”  

Past issues of Windows as well as the most current edition of the 

magazine are available electronically at lewisu.edu/publications/

windowsmagazines/.  

 

Those interested in submitting their work to Windows in the future 

may contact  

Professor Therese 

Jones at 

jonesth@lewisu.edu 

for more information 

regarding the  

magazine’s submission 

period and guidelines.  

 

 

Are you an  

artist, poet, or 

writer?  

Submit to Jet 

Fuel Review or 

Windows! 

http://www.jetfuelreview.com
http://www.lewisu.edu/publications/windowsmagazines/
http://www.lewisu.edu/publications/windowsmagazines/
mailto:jonesth@lewisu.edu

